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Abstract

Many real-world ML deployments face the challenge of training a rare category model with a small labeling budget. In these settings, there is often access to large amounts of unlabeled data, therefore it is attractive to consider semi-supervised or active learning approaches to reduce human labeling effort. However, prior approaches make two assumptions that do not often hold in practice; (a) one has access to a modest amount of labeled data to bootstrap learning and (b) every image belongs to a common category of interest. In this paper, we consider the scenario where we start with as-little-as five labeled positives of a rare category and a large amount of unlabeled data of which 99.9% of it is negatives. We propose an active semi-supervised method for building accurate models in this challenging setting. Our method leverages two key ideas: (a) Utilize human and machine effort where they are most effective; human labels are used to identify “needle-in-a-haystack” positives, while machine-generated pseudo-labels are used to identify negatives. (b) Adapt recently proposed representation learning techniques for handling extremely imbalanced human labeled data to iteratively train models with noisy machine labeled data. We compare our approach with prior active learning and semi-supervised approaches, demonstrating significant improvements in accuracy per unit labeling effort, particularly on a tight labeling budget.

1. Introduction

Training image classification models for a single (or small number of) rare category is common in real-world settings. For instance, autonomous vehicle development requires recognizing rare entities, like construction vehicles, in the video logs of a large fleet. A shopping application might need to recognize a particular type of apparel. Ecological monitoring requires recognition of rare animal species. A major challenge of building models for rare categories is acquiring training examples - precisely because they are rare! Fortunately, in many real-world scenarios one has access to a large amount of unlabeled data. Naively labeling the unlabeled data is unlikely to find many rare examples without significant human effort. Therefore, a natural strategy is to interactively mine the data by combining [24, 27, 16, 31, 40, 34] active [32] and semi-supervised [6, 46, 36, 43] learning techniques. However, prior active and semi-supervised learning approaches assume access to a modest amount of labeled data and assume that every image belongs to a common class of interest (Figure 1). In contrast, we are interested in building models for rare categories starting with only a few labeled positives (as little as 5) and where most (as much as 99.9%) of the unlabeled data is background. Simply put, our goal is to maximize model accuracy given a small fixed amount of human labels (500–1000).

Typical active and semi-supervised approaches use an initial labeled set to train a model for identifying and labeling relevant data. However, we have so few labeled positives for each rare category that it is difficult to train a deep model using only the initial labeled set. Prior work in the rare category setting resorts to training simple linear models using features from pre-trained deep networks [29, 11]. Unlike these approaches we show that it is feasible to improve deep features with a limited amount of labeled data using a combination of active and semi-supervised learning to address the following challenges:

- Because humans can only label a small fraction of the full dataset, we make use of semi-supervised learning to pseudo-labels additional examples. Pseudo-labeling positives works poorly because they are rare. We let humans label “hard” examples that may contain positives and hard negatives and let machines pseudo-label “easy” negatives.
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Figure 1: **Problem setup:** Most active and semi-supervised learning methods focus on balanced datasets where 100’s-1000’s of labeled examples are available to initialize learning (top). We argue that in practical ML deployment, one often wishes to learn a model for a rare category (where 99.9% of the data is background) from a small number of exemplars (bottom).

- Training on large amounts of pseudo-labeled negatives leads to difficult, highly-imbalanced learning. **We adapt background splitting** [26], a recently proposed technique for learning from highly imbalanced human labeled datasets, for iterative semi-supervised learning with both human and machine labels.

- Iteratively learning (deep) features significantly improves accuracy but is computationally expensive and adds significant delays between model updates and human labeling. **To reduce overall computational costs and latency between model updates and human labeling, we update the features at a low frequency but train linear models on cached features at a high frequency to pick the samples to query humans on.**

Figure 2 shows an overview of our approach, which synthesizes these key ideas into a human-in-loop system for building models for rare categories. Our system provides significant improvements in accuracy per unit labeling effort compared to prior approaches, particularly on a tight labeling budget.

### 2. Related Work

Our work overlaps research in **active learning**, **semi-supervised learning**, and the intersection of both of these methods with **deep learning**. Unlike prior work, we focus on rare categories where most of the available unlabeled data is background and where only a few positive exemplars are available to bootstrap the learning process.

**Active learning** The problem of choosing data to label to learn a model has been extensively studied in active learning [32] literature. Much of the early work has focused on training a classifier on top of pre-defined features where the unlabeled dataset has a balanced category distribution, and the goal is to build a model to classify all categories. State-of-the-art methods in this setting label data that the current classifier model is confused about (as measured by entropy or margin distance) [10] or data with the most information gain, often measured by the expected model gradient [32, 39]. When unlabeled data is balanced simple strategies like uniform random sampling are quite competitive [25]. Prior work has shown that uniform sampling as well as standard active learning techniques struggle in our imbalanced setting [3, 2]. Some work has explored active learning in the imbalanced/rare category setting [42, 4, 1], where unlabeled data only contains categories of interest and the imbalance studied is minor (2-99×) compared to the practical setting studied in this paper (384-10,000×).

Our work is most closely related to the Tropel system [29], which trains a rare-category classifier via active learning starting with just a few samples of the rare class. Tropel uses a fixed feature representation from a pre-trained deep model for classifier training. Similarly more recent work trains a logistic regression classifier on top of frozen deep features by limiting candidates for human labeling to the nearest-neighbors of the samples that have already been labeled [11]. In contrast, we update the deep feature representation used in the active process. Even though we have only a small amount of human labeled data, we make this update viable by also utilizing the unlabeled data.
Deep active learning & semi-supervised learning In traditional active learning methods, a classifier is learned on top of fixed features, whereas when training a complete deep model from actively-acquired samples the goal is to learn both a feature representation and a classifier. This difference requires fundamental changes to active learning techniques. Recent work [25] demonstrates that active learning with deep models in the common category setting benefits enormously from data augmentation or semi-supervised techniques using the unlabeled data. Therefore, straightforward adaptations of traditional active learning methods to training deep models [31, 17] are less efficient in their use of human samples than methods which augment deep active learning with semi-supervised learning [40, 34, 28, 13]. These combined techniques build on earlier work from the pre-deep-model era [24, 27, 16, 23].

Semi-supervised methods rely on an existing model to infer labels on the unlabeled data either using proxy-labeling or graph-based methods [28]. The existing model used to infer labels must be reasonably accurate for the methods to successfully improve the model. Most prior semi-supervised methods are evaluated in the many common category setting and start with 100’s-1000’s of labeled examples to train a good initial model [28, 20, 30]. However, with rare categories it is unrealistic to start with such a large number of labeled positive instances. In the realistic scenario that trains an initial model with just a few positive instances, we find that the model’s positive predictions on unlabeled data are unreliable (the false positive rate is high). Therefore, we limit semi-supervised labeling to just a subset of the samples strongly predicted to be negative, confirming previous results in the classical setting [9]. The semi-supervised method that we use is a modified variant of the relatively simple proxy-labeling method [28].

Knowledge transfer and representation learning Techniques like knowledge distillation [7, 44, 30] enable transferring knowledge from a model in a related domain to learn better representations. We rely on a recent distillation based technique developed specifically for the rare category settings with extreme imbalance [26]. More recently self-supervised representation learning techniques have been successful for balanced datasets like ImageNet [5, 15, 7, 8]. We find that representations learned using such methods are good starting points but they need to be updated with supervision relevant to the rare categories of interest.

Few-shot learning Much work on active learning assumes a small but sizable portion of data is labeled (e.g., 5%), enough to warm-start with a reasonable model [33, 19]. In our setting, we assume only a small number of initial examples per class (5). This setting is close to that of a cold start in active learning [14, 21]. Our initial setup is similar to a few-shot learning problem, which often focuses on learning general representations [35] or aggressive data augmentation [41]. Rather than focusing on complex few-shot learning strategies our approach focuses on learning a good feature representations using unlabeled data echoing recent work [37].

Heterogeneous models for active learning Actively training deep models produces more accurate models but incurs a high computational cost. Prior work has shown that simpler models such as linear classifiers can be trained quickly compared to complex models such as deep CNNs, and are often good enough for sample selection in active learning [22, 12]. We use a similar approach and interleave linear classifier training with deep model training to retain advantages of both.

3. Approach Our goal is to build an accurate model for a rare category given the following inputs: a small set of labeled positives ($I_p$); a large amount of unlabeled data (>99.9% of data is negative instances) from the target domain $U$; a pre-trained model $M_{pre}$ from a related domain; and the ability to query a human for labels on a set of samples. Figure 2 provides an overview of our approach and Algorithm 1 gives concrete details. At a high level our approach iteratively builds a model by utilizing the best feature representation ($F$) and labeled positives ($L_p$), negatives ($L_n$), and pseudo negatives ($W_n$) available on hand to rapidly train linear models. Then we use the linear models to rank the unlabeled images and to query humans for labels on the top images in the ranking $R$. In addition to human labels, the linear model is used to accurately pseudo label a large number of easy negatives ($W_n$) by picking images from the bottom 50% of the ranking. Using fixed features not trained for the task limits the accuracy of the linear models. Therefore, the deep features are periodically updated at a slower rate by training the deep model ($M^{d}$) with both human and automatically labeled data. We use the recently proposed background splitting [26] technique to learn good representations even with the extreme imbalance encountered in the training data. The rest of the section elaborates on the motivation and the resulting design choices in the key components of our approach.

Bootstrapping the initial model and ranking. The first challenge we need to tackle is building a model for ranking the unlabeled data using the starting set of positives we call the prototype positives ($I_p$). Given only the prototype positives it is difficult to train a classifier since there are no negatives on hand. One could sample negatives randomly from the unlabeled data, but we find that randomly sampled negatives are not effective for building an accurate classi-
Our approach builds rare category models by alternating (top cycle) between selecting unlabeled samples for a human to label and training a linear model on top of frozen deep features from labeled images. Our pipeline focuses human effort on images likely to contain positives by ranking unlabeled images with the linear model and querying humans on high scoring unlabeled images. In addition to human labels, the linear model is used to automatically label a large number of easy negatives by picking images from the bottom 50% of the ranking. Using fixed features not trained for the task limits the accuracy of the linear models. Therefore, the deep feature representation is periodically updated at a slower rate (bottom cycle) by training the deep model with both human and automatically labeled data.

Instead it is more effective to rely on feature similarity to the positive instances for finding hard negative examples. Therefore, we generate a feature-similarity based ranking using the prototype positives. cacheFeatures (Line 1) uses the pre-trained model $M_{\text{pre}}$ to pre-compute the features $F$ for all the samples in the unlabeled data $U$. Then computeFeatureCentroid (Line 3) normalizes the feature representations of all the prototype positive examples $I_p$ and computes an average feature representation $c$ (category prototype) for the rare category. Finally, rankByCosineSimilarity (Line 4) generates the initial ranking $R_{\text{pos}}$ of unlabeled images in $U$ by sorting them by cosine similarity to the category prototype $c$.

**Querying for human labels on high-ranking samples.** Given the initial bootstrapped model $c$ or the linear models ($M^l$) in later iterations we need to choose which unlabeled images to present to the human for labeling. The initial ranking (Line 4) is based on similarity and surfaces data that is visually similar to the category of interest. However, the ranking can be unreliable (especially for fine-grained categories) since the similarity is computed using only a few positive instances ($I_p$) based on a representation learned for a different task (ImageNet classification or a self-supervised auxiliary task). Even in subsequent iterations we only request a small number of ($B = 10$) additional labels every iteration to update the ranking model ($M^l$). For instance, Figure 2 top shows the highest ranking unlabeled images during the active loop. Most of the top images surfaced by the model are visually similar, but only a small fraction of those images belongs to the category of interest making it difficult to automatically label positives. Therefore, we focus human labeling effort on the top scoring positive images in the ranking.

Each iteration of the inner loop $j$, queryHumanTopK (Lines 10,12) queries the human for labels on the $B$ top ranked images, where $B$ is the labeling budget per iteration. The human labeled positives and negatives $H_p, H_n$ are added to the appropriate labeled sets $L_p, L_n$ and removed from the unlabeled data pool. As we request more labels in the iterative process and update the model, the model becomes more accurate and scores easy positives highly. Once the model is reasonably accurate, labeling more easy positives doesn’t improve the model much, but the model is then able to identify samples near the true margin (hard positives and hard negatives). Based on this intuition, we use a simple heuristic to estimate model quality and adaptively choose a strategy for picking the samples for human labeling. The key insight is that a high quality model finds more positives than negatives. Our approach keeps track of the number
Our approach has three components: active sampling, pseudo labeling and deep model training on imbalanced data. Prior work has largely focused on individual compo-

Algorithm 1: Our rare category active approach.

```
Input: U, I_p, M^{d}_{pre}, B, N, Q, f_a
Output: M^{d}_{1...N}
1 F ← cacheFeatures(M^{d}_{pre}, U)
2 A_l ← auxiliaryLabels(M^{d}_{pre}, U)
3 c ← computeFeatureCentroid(M^{d}_{pre}, I_p)
4 R^{pos} ← rankByCosineSimilarity(c, F)
5 L_p ← I_p, L_n ← {}, W_n ← {}
6 M^d_{0} ← M^{d}_{pre}
7 for i ← 1 to N do
8    for j ← 1 to Q do
9        if |L_p| < |L_n| then
10           H_p, H_n ← queryHumanTopK(B, R^{pos})
11        else
12            H_p, H_n ← queryHumanTopK(B, R^{ent})
13            L_p ← H_p ∪ L_p, L_n ← H_n ∪ L_n
14            W_n ← pseudoNegativeLabels(R^{pos}, f_a)
15            M^d_i ← trainLinearModel(F, L_p, L_n, W_n)
16            U ← U − (H_p ∪ H_n)
17            R^{pos} ← sortPositiveScore(M^d_i, U)
18            R^{ent} ← sortMarginDistance(M^d_i, U)
19            M^d_i ← trainBGSplit(M^d_{i-1}, L_p, L_n, W_n, A_l)
20        F ← cacheFeatures(M^d_i, U)
```

Updating feature representation with extreme imbalance. Training the deep models $M^d_i$ with a small number of human labeled images and a large number of pseudo labeled negatives remains challenging due to the extreme imbalance in the training data. Our approach mitigates this issue while distilling information from a related domain by using a recent deep-model training technique called background splitting [26] designed for coping with extreme imbalance. trainBGSplit (Line 19) trains the deep representation using all the human-labeled and pseudo-labeled data, plus auxiliary labels $A_l$ computed using the pre-trained model $M^{d}_{pre}$.

Interleaved feature representation and ranking updates. In principle, we can update the deep model with every human label to make best use of subsequent human effort. However, updating the deep representation frequently is computationally expensive and gives diminishing returns as we show in the supplemental. Conversely, training linear models on fixed features is computationally cheap but results in lower quality models. Our approach strikes a balance between the two extremes by interleaving low frequency updates of the feature representation (every QB human labels) with high frequency training of a linear model (every B human labels) used to update the ranking. The outer loop $i$ corresponds to feature updates and the inner loop $j$ corresponds to ranking updates with a fixed feature representation. The parameters $N$ and $Q$ specify the number of feature and ranking update iterations respectively.

Generating negative pseudo labels on low ranking samples. Given only the small number of human labeled images ($|L_p|, |L_n|$) it is difficult to improve the deep feature representation. Our approach addresses this issue by machine labeling a large subset of the unlabeled images $U$. Firstly, our approach avoids labeling errors by restricting pseudo labels to negatives and more precisely the low ranked samples in the current ranking $R^{pos}$ which are unlikely to be positives. Secondly, our algorithm takes a progressive approach to machine labeling based on the number of human-labeled positives and negatives ($L_p$ and $L_n$). The routine pseudoNegativeLabels (Line 14) chooses $f_a(|L_p| + 0.1|L_n|)$ samples uniformly from the bottom half of the ranking as pseudo negatives. $f_a$ is a scalar hyper parameter that controls the amount of pseudo labels relative to the human-labeled data the algorithm uses. The goal of this heuristic is to keep the label errors relative to the amount of human-labeled data low while maintaining diversity in the negatives. Although easy negatives can be automatically labeled reliably with simple heuristics, similar heuristics cannot be used to generate automatic labels for positives of the rare category. We show that even conservatively pseudo labeling positives results in lower accuracy in the active process compared to our approach.
learning process has something to find. Given this setup, positive instances for individual categories are extremely rare in both datasets. For iNaturalist, the number of positives for each category is in the range 50-1500 (∼0.01-0.26% of the training set). For Places, the categories are more uniformly distributed, with ∼3500-5000 instances per category (∼0.19-0.27% of the training set). For each category we pick five randomly chosen positives as the initial labeled set and treat the rest of the training data as the unlabeled pool of data. We evaluate the trained models on the full validation set of each dataset. All images not in a category of interest are considered negatives in our evaluation i.e., our validation set reflects the imbalance in the training set. We use the F1 metric for evaluation instead of classification accuracy since classification accuracy is easily gamed for rare categories by just predicting everything as negative.

**Rare-category active learning baselines:** Tropel [29] is a prior active learning approach for rare categories. Tropel iteratively trains a linear model (on top of frozen pre-trained deep features) by labeling the top-k scoring predictions from the current linear model. We also evaluate a new variant, Tropel-Deep, which trains a deep model instead of a linear model at each iteration. Tropel-Deep uses the same incremental deep-model training that we use in our approach.

**Semi-supervised baselines** As the results show, our method outperforms Tropel (because we train a deep model) and Tropel-Deep (because our method augments the human labels with pseudo-labels). This second result raises the question as to whether traditional semi-supervised techniques could perform just as well as our enhanced methods. To study this question, we implemented additional baselines based on label propagation [20, 34] and knowledge distillation [7, 44, 30]. We replace our pseudo negative labeling approach with these approaches for generating automatic labels, naming them DeepProp and KD-Semi. For the DeepProp baseline, instead of only using the pseudo negatives \( W_n \) to train the deep model, we also use pseudo positive labels generated with label propagation [20]. For the KD-Semi baseline, instead of only using the pseudo negatives \( W_n \) produced by the linear model, we use the high confidence predictions of the deep model from the previous iteration on the unlabeled data as pseudo positive and negative labels. More details on the baselines are provided in the supplemental.

**Implementation and configuration details** We use a ResNet-50 model [18] pre-trained on ImageNet or using self-supervised methods \( M_{pr}^d \) to initialize the deep model and compute feature representations for all the unlabeled data.
Figure 4: Analysis of automatic positives. Plot shows the average false positive rate in the automatic positives labeled by KD-Semi and DeepProp baselines for the 50 iNaturalist categories. Lowering the confidence threshold for automatic positives with KD-Semi increases the false positive rate. The high false positive rates showcase the difficulty in automatically labeling positives.

data. The same ResNet-50 model is used to generate labels for the background splitting auxiliary loss. We run our active approach and its variants with $N = 10$, $Q = 5$, and $B = 10$ for iNaturalist and $N = 10$, $Q = 5$, and $B = 20$ for Places unless specified otherwise. We use the same set of initial positives ($I_p$) for each category across all the methods and set $f_a$ to 100 unless specified otherwise. In the supplemental we show that our approach is robust to a range of values for $f_a$.

Ideally, we would evaluate our approach and all the baselines individually for each category. However, due to computational limitations it is not feasible to train deep models with pseudo negatives individually for each category. Therefore, we run our approach and baselines for groups of ten categories at a time to reduce the compute costs. We maintain the same grouping of categories across all the experiments. When training the deep model we use binary cross entropy loss for each category as opposed to cross entropy loss across all the ten categories and supervise the model with only binary labels for each category. The linear models used to rank unlabeled data are trained independently for each category and humans are queried for binary labels for each category separately. Therefore, images might only be labeled for one of the ten categories. When training the deep models we deal with the missing labels by masking the corresponding binary loss for categories that are not labeled.

When updating the feature representation we train the deep model for 15 epochs on the currently labeled data in the active loop. In the $N = 10$, $Q = 5$, and $B = 10$ configuration we thus run 150 total epochs of training. However, on average an epoch in our approach only uses a quarter of the unlabeled data. Therefore, the overall cost of training is approximately equal to 40 epochs of training on the full dataset. For the fully supervised baseline, we train for 50 epochs. More details on the training schedules are provided in the supplemental.

4.2. Comparison with baselines

We compare our approach with prior work by measuring model accuracy of different methods as a function of human labeling effort. Figure 3 shows mean F1 accuracy of our approach and several baselines. The accuracy is computed on 50 and 20 categories of interest in the iNaturalist and Places datasets. We measure labeling effort as the number of binary labels per category. Our approach gives higher accuracy for the same human labeling effort compared to baselines, especially when a small number of images are labeled. The Tropel baseline trains a linear model on fixed features computed using a deep model pre-trained on ImageNet. The Tropel-Deep baseline trains a deep model only using the human labeled data. When only a small amount of human labeled data is available training a deep model can overfit leading to low accuracy. As one can see, Tropel-Deep performs worse than Tropel when a small amount of images are labeled. In contrast, our approach uses pseudo negatives in addition to human labeled data allowing us to update the feature representation without overfitting. On the iNaturalist categories, our approach matches fully supervised accuracy when 500 images per category are labeled since the dataset contains less than 500 positives for each of the categories. On the Places categories, there is a significant gap with fully supervised accuracy but this expected since there are 5000 positives per category and we only label a total of 1000 images per category.

DeepProp and KD-Semi use pseudo labels on the unlabeled data to update the deep feature representation. Unlike our approach these baselines do not restrict pseudo labels to easy negatives. DeepProp propagates labels to all the unlabeled data based on the feature similarity graph and assigns weights to the pseudo labels, whereas KD-Semi uses the current model to predict pseudo labels on the unlabeled data. Both DeepProp and KD-Semi perform worse that our approach due to errors in the labels propagated on positives. Figure 4 shows the false positive rate of KD-Semi and DeepProp on the iNaturalist categories. A high false positive rate is expected since the models are trained from very few labeled examples. The false positive rate keeps increasing as errors in labeling propagate and distort the definition of the category. KD-Semi can be tuned to reduce errors in the positive pseudo labels by increasing the confidence threshold at which the labels are trusted. Figure 4 shows the false positive rates for KD-Semi at different confidence thresholds. Even with confidence threshold as high as 0.98 the false positive rate is significant and is even worse with lower confidence thresholds. Setting the confidence threshold higher than 0.98 effectively results in almost no pseudo positive labels and tends to our strategy in the limit. DeepProp performs worse than Tropel due to the high amount of errors in label propagation which is difficult to control unlike KD-Semi as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5: Ablation study. Plot shows average F1 accuracy for variants of our approach on 50 iNaturalist categories as a function of human labeling effort. Omitting pseudo negatives No-Pseudo-Neg or background splitting to handle imbalance No-BG-Splitting results in lower model accuracy, especially when a small amount of images are labeled. Only updating deep models every 50 labeled images No-Linear-Updates also results in lower accuracy.

4.3. Ablation study

We created variants of our approach to evaluate the impact of the different components. Figure 5 shows F1 accuracy for variants of our approach on 50 categories from the iNaturalist dataset as a function of human labeling effort. No-Pseudo-Neg and No-BG-Splitting are variants without pseudo negatives and background splitting respectively. As one can see omitting the pseudo negatives when updating the deep representation results in lower accuracy for the same human labeling effort. As one would expect, the effect of pseudo negatives and background splitting is more pronounced when a small amount of images are labeled. Since our approach only uses a fraction of the easy negatives along with the human labeled positives and hard negatives for training, it also reduces the imbalance between positive and negative instances when compared to fully supervised training using all the data. No-Linear-Updates only updates the linear model once every representation update; this corresponds to the parameter setting $N = 10, B = 50, Q = 1$. Skipping the linear model updates results in a lower accuracy for the same labeling effort. The linear model updates enable quickly adapting the ranking used to choose images for human labeling and hence lead to better overall model.

4.4. Using self-supervised representations

Until now we have evaluated our approach using a model pre-trained on ImageNet using supervised labels shown as Ours-Sup-ImageNet in Figure 6. Instead Ours-Self-iNat and Ours-Self-ImageNet use self-supervised models trained on iNaturalist and ImageNet with SwAV [5] as the pre-trained model $M_{\text{pre}}$. We generate auxiliary labels for background splitting by clustering the iNaturalist data with the self-supervised feature representations. Similarly, Tropel-Self-iNat and Tropel-Self-ImageNet actively train linear models using fixed self-supervised representations.

Figure 6: Self-supervised representations. Plot shows average F1 accuracy of our approach and Tropel on 50 iNaturalist categories as a function of human labeling effort. Ours-Self-iNat and Ours-Self-ImageNet use self-supervised models trained on iNaturalist and ImageNet as the starting point. Tropel-Self-iNat and Tropel-Self-ImageNet train linear models using self-supervised representations. Our approach is more label efficient and shows the importance of actively updating features. Ours-Sup-ImageNet uses ImageNet supervised pre-training as the starting point and outperforms self-supervised baselines.

Our approach produces more accurate models showing the importance of updating feature representation with actively labeled data even when starting with a self-supervised representation trained on the same data. These results show that our approach when combined with self-supervised pre-training produces accurate models with just 500 binary labels for each category. However, our approach produces better models with supervised pre-trained representations on ImageNet. This suggests room for improvement in self-supervised representation learning approaches.

5. Conclusion

In many real world scenarios it is often necessary to build a model for a rare category starting from a small positive set with access to a large unlabeled data collection which contain instances of the rare category. In this setting, we show that leveraging a combination human labels for positive and negative instances and machine labels for easy negatives is crucial for building accurate models under a tight labeling budget. We find that techniques that work well in the common multi category setting like propagating positive labels or training a deep model using standard losses do not work off-the-shelf and need to be adapted to this real world setting. We hope that our work showcases the challenges presented by rare categories in real-world settings and encourages future work.
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